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ABSTRACT
For more than a decade, we have been proposing the idea that chaotic mixing is a potent mechanism in 
determining the transport of inhaled fine/ultrafine particles in the pulmonary acinus, where gas is 
exchanged. We have demonstrated this in numerical simulations, experimental studies in both physical 
models and in animals, and mathematical modeling. However, the mathematical theory that describes 
chaotic mixing in small airways and alveoli is highly complex; it not readily accessible by non-
mathematicians. The purpose of this paper is to make the basic mechanisms that operate in acinar chaotic 
mixing more accessible, by translating the key mathematical ideas into physics-oriented language. The key 
to understanding chaotic mixing is to identify two types of frequency in the system, each of which is induced 
by a different mechanism. Their way in which their interplay creates chaos is explained with instructive 
illustrations but without any equations. We also explain why self-similarity occurs in the alveolar system, 
which was indeed observed as a fractal pattern deep in rat lungs (Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA. 99:10173-
10178, 2002).
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INTRODUCTION
Even today, the most widely-used models of aerosol mixing (e.g., 13) cannot explain the transport of 
inhaled fine particles in the pulmonary acinus, in a way that accords with experimental observations such as 
(11).  The most fundamental error in these classical models is that the possibility of flow-induced mixing is 
excluded a priori; for instance, Davies (3) states, “Mixing between tidal and reserve air takes place in the 
dead space, above the respiratory bronchioles. In the alveolated regions there is no mixing…..”  Such 
models are based on a result from fluid mechanics: quasi-steady zero Reynolds number flow (Stokes flow) 
is kinematically reversible when the motion of the fluid’s boundaries is kinematically reversible (24). 
Because acinar airflow has a very low Reynolds number (21) and the basic mode of the acinar wall motion 
is kinematically reversible (1, 4, 5, 17, 31), this assumption appears to be reasonable at first sight. 
However, the classical view of acinar fluid mechanics does not consider the details of local structure of 
alveolar flow. Moreover, it is well-established that chaotic transport (which is essentially irreversible) can 
occur in a wide range of flows at arbitrarily low Reynolds number (see 20 for examples).
Over a decade ago, our laboratory started to investigate more closely the fluid mechanics in the pulmonary 
acinus.  We began by examining the effects of cyclic wall motion on acinar flow irreversibility (26).  We 
solved numerically low Reynolds number flow in an axisymmetric alveolated duct model and found that a 
flow in an expanding/contracting alveolus exhibits a characteristic recirculating pattern inside the alveolus 
with a stagnation saddle point in its flow field.  Noticing the critical importance of the presence of such 
recirculation for the fate of the flow, we demonstrated that the motion of fluid particles in such a flow is not 
kinematically reversible, resulting in highly complex twisted/tangled Lagrangian trajectories. These results 
suggest that flow in the alveolated duct is chaotic (26).  In a subsequent study (9), we simulated the 
behavior of a tracer bolus (i.e., a cloud of fluid particles) in an axisymmetric acinar model with multiple 
alveoli and showed that a bolus evolved into fractal-like patterns after a few cycles.  In parallel with these 
axisymmetric studies, we also solved Stokes flow in a fully three-dimensional alveolus model with cyclically 
expanding/contracting walls (6), confirming basic features of alveolar flow with a characteristic vortex and 
an associated stagnation saddle point in the alveolar flow field.
On the experimental side, both physical model and animal model experiments have been performed (14, 
25, 27, 28). For instance, using a large-scale axisymmetric alveolated duct model with moving walls, we 
confirmed a key prediction of our numerical analyses; namely, the presence of recirculation in an expanding 
(and contracting) alveolated geometry (25). Developing a new visualization technique for physiological 
flows, we also demonstrated how inhaled tidal air and residual alveolar gas interact kinematically in animal 
lungs (28); we also found substantial alveolar flow irreversibility with stretched and folded fractal patterns, 
which lead to a marked increase in mixing. These experimental findings support our prediction that chaotic 
alveolar flow governs flow kinematics in the pulmonary acinus, and hence it determines the transport and 
deposition of inhaled fine particles.
However, there remains a substantial gap in the current understanding of acinar chaotic mixing by most 
respiratory physiologists.  We believe that this is mainly because of a lack of an accessible explanation of 
the highly mathematical concept of mixing by Hamiltonian chaos. Currently available explanations are either 
too mathematical, taking a highly specialized approach, or too superficial to impart any meaningful 
knowledge of basic mechanisms.  The objective of this work is to achieve the middle ground, bridging 
physiology and mathematics.  We will describe minimal, but essential components of this theory to extract 
basic physics that operate in acinar chaotic mixing, using instructive illustrations, but no equations. The 
ultimate goal of this work is to lead general readers of this journal (general respiratory physiologists) through 
the highly mathematical concept of chaotic mixing and thus to explain why this phenomenon occurs in the 
pulmonary acinus.
OVERVIEW OF ALVEOLAR FLOW
Our claim that chaotic mixing can occur in the acinus uses the fact that there are two kinds of frequency in 
the system, which are induced by two different mechanisms – it is their interplay that can create chaos. 
One type of frequency (f1) is associated with recirculation in the alveoli. If recirculation were the only type of 
fluid motion, particles that are carried passively with the flow would move around the alveolar cavity on 
closed trajectories called recirculation orbits, as shown schematically (in cross-section) in Fig. 1.  The 
recirculation frequency f1 for such a trajectory is the number of cycles around it that a particle completes per 
unit time; this frequency depends on which orbit is chosen. For instance, the recirculation frequency will be 
relatively small on orbits that lie very close to the alveolar wall, where the flow is slow; the frequency is 
greater closer to the centre of the alveoli, where the flow is faster and the orbit length is shorter.  It is 
important to note that the recirculation frequencies are intrinsic to the lung, depending on geometric factors 
such as the alveolar cavity shape and the size of the alveolar opening.
Flow past the opening is produced by breathing, which is externally determined by diaphragm and rib cage 
motion (controlled by the central nervous system). Furthermore, breathing causes the alveoli to expand and 
contract somewhat at the breathing frequency, f2.
The motion of a particle depends on the ratio f1/f2; roughly speaking, this ratio dictates whether or not a 
particle will follow a chaotic path, as is explained in detail later.  For now, it suffices to state that when the 
two frequencies are resonant, there is the potential for particles to move chaotically.  In other words, 
resonance between alveolar recirculation and the breathing cycle can induce chaos, and this, in turn, allows 
for chaotic mixing of particles.
The key to understanding chaotic mixing is to realize that if the Reynolds number1 (Re) were zero and the 
alveolar walls were stationary, passive particles in the alveoli would simply recirculate: they would remain 
on the closed orbits. Wall motion (9, 15, 26), convective inertia (9, 10, 26) and a small amount of geometric 
hysteresis (6, 8) perturb the particle motion in a way that can accumulate when f1 and f2 are resonant. This 
behavior is described by the mathematical theory of ‘perturbed Hamiltonian dynamical systems.’ Therefore 
we use the terms ‘unperturbed system’ and ‘base model’ for Stokes flow with alveolar recirculation and 
cyclically oscillating ductal flow alone; the flow is incompressible.  When wall motion and/or convective 
inertia is included, we describe the system as perturbed. Each perturbation depends on the breathing 
frequency f2 but not on f1. Surprisingly, the qualitative behavior of trajectories is not strongly dependent on 
the cause of the perturbation.
1 Re = UL/ν, where U and L are (respectively) a characteristic velocity and length scale for the flow and ν is the 
kinematic viscosity of the alveolar gas. Typically, Re < 1 in alveoli; consequently, the convective inertia of the gas 
produces only a small perturbation to Stokes (zero Re) flow.
UNPERTURBED SYSTEM (BASE MODEL)
Trajectories lie on a torus
The interplay between the two kinds of frequencies (f1, f2) determines the motion of particles during a 
breathing cycle; this can be visualized schematically2 using nested tori (Fig. 2), with coordinates (I1, θ1, θ2). 
Here θ2 represents the phase in the breathing cycle: inspiration (marked Ins.) takes place between 0 and 
T/2; this is followed by expiration (marked Exp.) to time T, when the cycle begins again. For each value of 
θ2, the cross-section gives an instantaneous snapshot of the particles that lie on each orbit, which is a circle 
of radius I1.  As time progresses, each particle moves around its orbit; its angle to the horizontal is θ1(t). So 
for each fixed I1, a train of particles moves around the circle. By introducing the phase as an extra variable, 
we are able to visualize each particle’s motion as a trajectory on the torus with the appropriate I1 (Fig. 3, 
left). The passage of time is marked by an increase in phase, and by the change of the angle θ1(t) (see Fig. 
3, right). So the trajectory on the torus looks like a thread that winds around the torus, passing through the 
hole in the middle once every time the orbit is completed.  
The alveolar cavity is packed with a family of orbits with different frequencies (Fig.1). The recirculation 
frequency f1 increases smoothly as the center of an alveolus is approached; consequently, between any two 
orbits with recirculation frequencies f1a and f1b, there lies an orbit with any specified intermediate frequency.
Rational or irrational frequency ratio
There are two qualitatively different types of unperturbed particle motion, depending on which recirculation 
orbit a particle is traveling on. The thread analogy is helpful here: either the thread eventually joins up with 
itself forming a finite loop around the torus, or it continues winding around the torus forever (see Fig. 4). The 
distinction can be made by whether the ratio of the two frequencies (f1/f2) is a rational number or an 
irrational number3.
2 It does not matter that the recirculating trajectories are not quite circles, nor that inspiration and expiration are not 
necessarily of the same duration. What is important is that the closed trajectories exist and that breathing is (roughly) 
periodic in time. 
3 A rational number is a number that can be expressed as a fraction p/q where p and q are integers and q is positive. 
An irrational number is a number that cannot be expressed as a fraction p/q for any integer p, q. Irrational numbers 
have decimal expansions that neither terminate nor become periodic.
 If the ratio of frequencies (f1/f2) is rational (e.g., f1 = p and f2 = q where p and q are integers, so that the 
frequencies are resonant), the particle comes back to its original position after ‘p’ revolutions with respect to 
the angular coordinate θ1 and after ‘q’ revolutions with respect to the phase coordinate θ2.  The trajectory is 
closed, because it repeats its motion and phase after ‘p’ rotations along the alveolar recirculation orbit and 
after ‘q’ breathing cycles (Fig. 4, Middle). 
On the other hand, if the ratio of frequencies (f1/f2) is irrational (i.e., no integer ratio), the particle cannot 
come back to its original position; the trajectory cannot ever close (Fig. 4, Top and Bottom). This is because 
the number of revolutions must be expressed as an integer.  
It is customary to call the tori with a rational ratio ‘rational tori’.  Similarly, tori with an irrational ratio are 
called ‘irrational tori’.  The space is filled mostly with irrational tori and rational tori are rare, because 
irrational numbers greatly outnumber rational numbers.
The distinction between rational and irrational tori is important, because rational (resonant) tori break into 
chaos under perturbations while ‘sufficiently irrational’ tori remain as tori (although they may deform). 
Poincaré section
Because it is difficult to trace the 3-dimensional particle orbit on the curved surface of a torus, we introduce 
a powerful method – the idea of the Poincaré section. This is a plot of the points where one (or several) 
particle’s trajectory on the torus intersects the surface θ2 = 0; see Fig 5 (Left).  In other words, it is a trace of 
the positions in the alveolar cross-section of one or more particles, recorded at the beginning of each 
inspiration (though any other fixed phase would do as well). 
Rational torus – periodic points 
A particle on a rational torus returns to its original position after p of revolutions of θ1 and q revolutions of θ2; 
the particle then traces the same trajectory on the torus repeatedly.  In the Poincaré section, this trajectory 
appears as a set of q ‘periodic points,’ which is determined by the particle’s initial position. 
Irrational torus – quasiperiodic orbit
A particle on an irrational torus will never come back to its original position at the original phase and 
therefore can never repeat the same orbit.  In this case, the trajectory on the torus is called quasiperiodic. 
In the Poincaré section, this corresponds to an infinite set of non-periodic points; for any particular starting 
point. The set appears to fill a circle after many revolutions of θ1 and θ2 have been completed.
PERTURBED SYSTEM
Now, let us perturb the system.  Surprisingly, the Poincaré section undergoes a dramatic qualitative change 
even when the perturbation is infinitesimal. 
Irrational tori
Irrational tori can be split into two categories, which determine the fate of these tori when their system is 
perturbed infinitesimally.  The distinction is between irrational numbers that can be well-approximated by 
rational numbers whose denominator is small (which are ‘insufficiently irrational’) and those that cannot, 
which are classed as ‘sufficiently irrational’. This terminology comes from number theory (23).
Sufficiently irrational tori
Irrational tori for which f1/f2 is sufficiently irrational survive infinitesimal perturbation and remain essentially 
intact4; although they may deform, trajectories on them continue to resemble closed curves in the Poincaré 
section.
Insufficiently irrational orbits
Tori for which f1/f2 is insufficiently irrational react to the perturbation similarly to the nearest rational torus 
whose denominator is small (see below).  This is unsurprising, because these tori are very near neighbors. 
What is more surprising is that the smaller the denominator is for a rational torus, the greater is its region of 
4  These persistent tori are guaranteed by KAM (Kolmogorov-Arnol’d-Moser) Theory (16, 23) and its extensions, 
provided that the perturbation is sufficiently small. Typically, for alveoli, the perturbation is small enough (10, 15).
influence. It ‘swallows’ the neighboring insufficiently irrational tori (and the neighboring rational tori whose 
denominator is large), creating instead a highly complex structure, which we describe next.
Rational orbits
Rational tori cannot persist when a perturbation is applied.  These tori, and the surrounding insufficiently 
irrational tori, break and are replaced by a complex pattern of chaos intermingled with regularity.  The 
regularity occurs because an orbit of a particle drifts a little bit from the original rational torus due to an 
applied perturbation, but the particle still intersects the Poincaré section near the periodic points, forming a 
circle around the periodic points on the Poincaré section; an example is given in Fig. 5 (Right).
Before continuing with this explanation, let us see how the perturbation, which produces circles on the 
Poincaré section Fig. 5 (Right), affects the 3-dimensional torus structure.  Fig. 6 gives an example for three 
tori.  When the system is perturbed, the two sufficiently irrational tori are persistent but the rational torus has 
been replaced by a tube-like object that winds around the inner torus but is encased by the outer torus.  Fig. 
7 shows the same effect for five tori.
Direction of particle motion on the closed curves
Newly developed tube-like structures (a decadence of rational tori) are bounded by deformed sufficiently 
irrational tori. Now, let us consider the behavior (frequency and direction) of rotation of those inner/outer 
irrational tori and the original rational torus appearing in Fig. 5.  Recall that the alveolar recirculation 
frequency increases toward the centre of an alveolus.  Therefore particles on the inner irrational torus rotate 
the fastest; those on the rational torus rotate more slowly, and those on the outer irrational torus rotate the 
slowest.  Suppose for definiteness that all particles are rotating counter-clockwise.  If we look at the 
frequency differences from the rational torus, particles on the inner irrational torus appear to rotate counter-
clockwise, while those on the outer irrational torus rotate clockwise (see Fig. 8, Left). Considering the 
opposing directions of the inner/outer irrational tori, as a result, particles on each of the closed curves that 
surround a periodic point will rotate clockwise. It is important to bear in mind that the apparent direction of 
motion on the Poincaré section is merely a pale reflection of the complex behaviour of trajectories in 3-
dimensional space. Nevertheless, it provides a snapshot that enables us to deduce the existence of chaos, 
as we now explain. 
The existence of unstable points
The points around which particles appear to rotate on closed curves (in the Poincaré section) are called 
‘elliptic fixed points’ (Fig. 8, Left). These points are Lyapunov stable; roughly speaking, this means that any 
trajectory that starts near such a point remains near to it for all time5.  Now, let us consider the flow of the 
arrows, i.e., the local direction of particle movement, in Fig. 8.  By tracing the direction of the arrows for the 
closed curves around the stable points, it follows that another set of points that are in between the elliptic 
points must exist.  This is because all of the particles on closed curves in a single perturbed orbit rotate in 
the same direction (‘clockwise’ - in this example). Consequently, as the flow is continuous, there is a 
meeting-point between the flows that rotate about each elliptic fixed point (Fig. 8, Right) 6. Each meeting-
point is called a ‘hyperbolic fixed point’; such points are unstable, because each one has a direction in 
which the flow is directed away from it. As we shall see, hyperbolic points are the origins of chaos.
Hyperbolic points, lobes and heteroclinic tangles
We now focus on the phenomena that occur close to a hyperbolic point, H.  For the sake of our discussion, 
consider two hyperbolic points (H1 and H2) in close proximity and the elliptic point (E) that lies between them 
(Fig. 9a).  First, notice the direction of flow near each H; the flow goes into and comes out of H.  The curves 
that point toward H1 and H2 are called ‘stable curves (S)’, and the curves that point away are called 
‘unstable curves (U)’. The stable and unstable curves are orbits, so if a particle lies on such a curve at any 
instant, it remains on the curve forever.
The question arises: how do these stable (S) and unstable (U) curves intersect each other?  We follow the 
nice explanation given by Nicolis & Prigogine (18); complementary explanations can be found elsewhere 
(16, 20, 23).  One possibility would be that S and U join smoothly, forming an arc between H1 and H27. 
5 For a strict definition of this type of stability, see page 101 of Ottino (20).
6  The existence of hyperbolic and elliptic points is guaranteed by the Poincaré-Birkhoff Fixed-Point Theorem (16, 23).  
7  This is called a ‘heteroclinic orbit’ or ‘heteroclinic connection’; see Fig. 10.
However, this is a rather special8 case and only occurs strictly for integrable9 systems.  Because our 
perturbed system is a near-integrable (and thus nonintegrable) system, this highly special case should be 
disregarded. 
The typical behavior of most types of near-integrable systems was discovered by Poincaré and studied later 
in some detail by Birkhoff and Smale: the stable (S) and unstable (U) curves cross at a point (X) called a 
‘heteroclinic point’. Furthermore, they intersect not just once, but infinitely many times, as we now explain. 
We use the notation Xn to mark all intersection points in the Poincaré section (Figs. 9b-9g); the subscript n 
denotes the order along S and U in which they occur. After each successive breathing cycle, any particle 
that lies on the stable curve S in mapped to another point on S .that is closer to H2. Therefore there is a 
sequence of points X1, X2, X3, …, Xn that lies on the stable curve (S) and converges to H2 as n approaches 
infinity. Similarly, by looking backwards in time (like playing a movie backwards), one generates a sequence 
of points X-1, X-2, X-3, ….X-n, that lies on the unstable curve (U) and converges to H1 as n approaches 
negative infinity. Fig. 9b illustrates this. [Note: do not assume that a particle at X1 is mapped to X2, which is 
mapped to X3, etc. As we explain in our discussion of lobes (see below) it turns out (typically) that each 
intersection point is mapped to the next point but one, so that X1 is mapped to X3, etc.]
So far, we have looked only at the evolution of particles that lie on S and U separately. To see why there 
must be infinitely intersections between these curves, suppose that there is one intersection X (Fig. 9c); we 
shall regard this as the point X1. As the heteroclinic point X1 belongs to U and S simultaneously, a particle 
on it is moves after one breathing cycle to another point that belongs to both U and S; the process is 
repeated with each successive breathing cycle.  The same is true for all other heteroclinic points. Therefore 
the unstable curve (U) must repeatedly intersect the stable curve (S) at X2, X3, …, as shown in Fig. 9d.
8  Another possibility would be that the S and U from the same point connects back to itself (it creates a loop).  This is 
called a ‘homoclinic orbit’ or ‘homoclinic connection’.  However, again, this is a rather special case, and only occurs in 
integrable systems, thus should be disregarded.  The third possibility could be that the S and U do not connect to 
anything – they extend to infinity. This last possibility also has to be disregarded for periodic systems such as ours. 
See Fig. 10 for illustrations.
9  Loosely speaking, the term ‘integrable’ implies that a Hamiltonian system is solvable in principle; however, it does 
not guarantee that the calculations will be manageable! Classical integrable systems exhibit regular motion, whereas 
nonintegrable systems have chaotic motion.  Therefore integrability is an intrinsic property and not just a matter of 
whether a system can be explicitly integrated in exact form.
Similarly, one can retrace back in time to see that the stable curve (S) intersects the unstable curve (U) at 
the points X-1, X-2, and so on (Figs. 9e, 9f). Furthermore, Xn must converge to the hyperbolic points H2 
(respectively H1) as n approaches positive (respectively negative) infinity, suggesting that there must be 
infinite numbers of heteroclinic points near to the hyperbolic points H1 and H2 (Fig. 9g).
A second set of heteroclinic points is generated by the other U and S curves emanating from H1 and H2 that 
lie beneath E.  Fig. 9h shows both sets of curves and heteroclinic points.  There now appears an overlap of 
curves near the two hyperbolic points.  This ‘tangle’ of curves will be explained in more detail below.  In 
1899 Poincaré attempted to draw a similar figure and remarked that: “One is impressed by the complexity of 
this figure that I will not even try to draw” (22). 
The crossing of unstable and stable curves creates areas called lobes, as shown in Fig. 9h; the area of 
each alternate lobe is conserved10. Roughly speaking, lobe area is conserved because the flow is 
incompressible. Each lobe is bounded by the curves U and S; if one takes phase into account, these curves 
form the boundary of a rope-like region that winds around the torus. No particle can cross the boundary, 
because once a particle is on a stable or unstable curve (in any Poincaré section, for any phase) it remains 
there forever. The particles that are in a given lobe remain in every lobe that is formed by later intersections 
of the initial lobe’s ‘rope’ with the Poincaré section. As the fluid is incompressible, each of these lobes has 
the same area.
Typically, the above sequence of lobes constitutes the alternate lobes, so there are usually two such 
sequences intertwined. The reason for this is that the direction of flow close to the stable and unstable 
curves is preserved. For instance, if the flow is clockwise close to S (and therefore anticlockwise close to U) 
in one lobe, these directions are reversed in both of the adjacent lobes. The directions in successive lobes 
alternate, whereas in each ‘rope,’ the particle flow is in a single direction close to S (or U). Thus each lobe is 
mapped to the next lobe but one. We have already seen that lobe area is preserved at every successive 
intersection of the ‘rope’ with the Poincaré section, so we must conclude that area is preserved in every 
10  See page 140 of Ottino (20) for further details. For clarity, our explanation is simplified somewhat; a more complete 
analysis of transport mechanisms involving lobes can be found in Horner et al. (12) and Wiggins (32).
alternate lobe. (A helpful aid is to think of any pair of adjacent lobes as a single unit; this is mapped to each 
successive pair, preserving the lobe areas and the directions of flow of the original pair at each stage.) The 
argument above also explains why a particle at X1 is mapped to X3 rather than X2.
The preservation of lobe areas has an important consequence: because the distance between the X points 
becomes shorter and shorter as the heteroclinic points approach H1 and H2, the lobes have to be thinner 
and thinner, as well as more and more stretched to maintain equal areas.  The overlapping of lobes seen in 
Fig. 9h becomes more and more complicated as the lobes are stretched further and further. Specifically, 
any part of a lobe that intersects another lobe (with the same directions) does so not just once, but for ever. 
This is a very complex tangle! Chaotic motion occurs in a tangle11 because the lobes are repeatedly 
stretched, squashed and folded, rapidly separating the trajectories of particles that began as neighbors. 
This mechanism is reminiscent of the action of a salt water taffy pulling machine. It is commonly accepted 
that the existence of heteroclinic points is diagnostic of chaos (20).
Self-similarity
To explain the concept of ‘self-similarity’ we return to the tube-like objects of Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.  Recall that 
after perturbation the rational and insufficiently irrational tori do not persist.  Instead, the periodic points of 
rational tori are the seeds for elliptic points and hyperbolic points.  Around the elliptic points, we have seen 
that small circles can form in Poincaré sections and that these circles relate to 3D tube-like objects that are 
bounded by surviving sufficiently irrational tori.
The small circles are reminiscent of the concentric circles seen for the Poincaré sections of unperturbed tori. 
This is not a coincidence.  To understand why this occurs, we must recall a few details.
Note 1:  For a sufficiently small enough perturbation, most of the tori will survive (these are the sufficiently 
irrational tori) 12.
11 It is called a ‘Smale horseshoe’.
12 This is due to KAM Theory (16, 23).
Note 2:  On perturbation, the rational (and insufficiently irrational) tori will be replaced by a set of alternating 
elliptic and hyperbolic fixed points13.
On adding an infinitesimal perturbation to a set of concentric circles, Note 1 guarantees that most will 
survive.  Those that do not survive are replaced according to Note 2, which acknowledges that elliptic points 
will form.  As these points are stable points, circles can form in a neighborhood of each elliptic point.
Now, while the system is being perturbed, these newly created elliptic points and their circles are also 
subject to the perturbation.  Circles that are sufficiently irrational are guaranteed to persist according to Note 
1; these circles relate to the tube-like objects shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.  Those that would have been 
rational or insufficiently irrational will be taken care of by Note 2 – they are replaced by a set of alternating 
elliptic and hyperbolic points.  Around these elliptic points, a set of circles can form and so on.
In principle, the process of applying Note 1 and Note 2 simultaneously can be done infinitely many times 
(i.e. on all scales/magnifications).  This means that we could zoom into an island (this is a name commonly 
used for the region around an elliptic point) and see that it’s partly made up of chains of smaller islands.  We 
could then zoom into one of these smaller islands to find, again, that these are partly made up of even 
smaller chains of islands (Fig. 11).  This phenomenon appears on all scales and so we describe such a 
behavior as ‘self-similar’.  (For the 3D picture, imagine that the tube-like objects will be wound by finer 
tubes, and these tubes will be wound by even finer tubes, and so on and so forth.  One could try 
constructing such a structure by winding a rope around a rubber ring and then winding a piece of string 
around the rope, and then winding a thread around the string.  Even this demonstration would only hint at 
the level of complexity occurring.) 
Therefore, when the system is perturbed, an intricate re-organization occurs.  Even chaos is seen on all 
scales too, because each time elliptic points are generated, so too are hyperbolic points.  But this is a well-
organized chaos – it is trapped by regularity14.
13 This is due to the Poincaré-Birkhoff Fixed-Point Theorem (23).
14  This is typically described as ‘Hamiltonian chaos’.
We finished with an example of organized chaos that occurs in a simple model that combines recirculation 
in a two-dimensional cavity with oscillating wall motion.  Fig. 12 shows Stokes flow in the cavity; each color 
represents a different particle trajectory.  The left-hand figure shows the paths that particles follow when the 
walls are stationary.  The right-hand figure is a Poincaré section that illustrates how particle paths change 
when the walls oscillate very slightly.  On comparison of the left and right figures, some of the original 
closed curves persist after perturbation but have deformed, while others have broken and are replaced by 
chaos.  Additional trajectories have been added to the right-hand figure for further detail – they show the 
features that are universal in perturbed Hamiltonian systems, namely chains of islands surrounded by seas 
of chaos.
CONCLUSIONS
The essential structure of the pulmonary acinus is a collection of air pockets where airflow patterns form. 
When an alveolus is sufficiently deep and a flow passing by its opening is sufficiently strong, recirculation 
can occur. The theoretical basis for the existence of alveolar chaotic mixing is essentially the complex 
interplay between this alveolar recirculation and cyclic breathing as we have explained above. From this, 
therefore, a couple of fundamental conclusions can be readily drawn.  (1) There are several hundred million 
alveoli in human lung (e.g., 19, 30) and, according to our recent calculations (26, 29), most of the alveoli 
have recirculation flow. This means that as we breathe, hundreds of millions of alveoli in our lung act as a 
mixing generator.  While each individual unit may be small, the cumulative effect of this enormously large 
number of mixers is likely to be significant.  (2) We have shown, through our past studies (2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 
14, 25, 26, 27, 28) that alveolar recirculation is intrinsic to the system.  Therefore, in the case of diseased 
lungs, for example, enlarged emphysematous alveoli must lead to different alveolar recirculation flow 
patterns (29), compared with health normal alveoli; in the case of developing lungs, shallow infant alveoli 
are likely to have different alveolar recirculation frequencies (29), compared with adult alveoli that are 
typically deeper.  The extent and details of chaotic mixing occurring in the alveoli must strongly depend on 
geometric factors of an individual lung, and therefore so too do mixing and deposition of particles deep in 
the lung.
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FIGURE LEGENDS
Fig. 1: Schematic of the recirculating alveolar flow pattern, which is driven by flow past the alveolar 
entrance [modified from Tsuda et al., 1995 (26)].
Fig. 2: Nested tori; the minor circles (I1, θ1) represent different alveolar recirculation orbits and θ2 is the 
phase in the breathing cycle, whose period is T.
Fig. 3: The torus surface; Left: an example of a particle path on a torus; Right: the minor and major circles 
that are used to construct a torus surface.
Fig. 4: Rational orbit with p = 2 and q = 3 (Middle, radius is IB) and two irrational orbits (Top and Bottom, 
radii are IA and IC respectively); IA>IB>IC.
Fig. 5: Two Poincaré sections at θ2 = 0; Left: a cross-section of three unperturbed tori (the periodic points – 
shown as red dots – on the rational torus – shown as light gray-blue circle – denote where a particle’s 
trajectory has passed in this plane); Right: after applying the perturbation the rational torus (light gray-blue 
circle in  left-hand figure) is  replaced by a new structure – a very simple schematic  of  this structure is 
illustrated by a cross-section of three blue circles.
Fig. 6: Top: the three tori of Fig. 5 before perturbation (we denote the red ones as irrational and the grey 
one as rational) with cross-section; Middle: the three tori after perturbation (the gray torus has been 
replaced by a blue tube-like object that winds around the inner red torus but is encased by the outer red 
torus) with cross-section; Bottom: stripping away the outer torus shows the tube-like object.
Fig. 7: Top: five tori before perturbation (we denote the green, red and yellow tori as irrational and the 
purple and blue tori as rational) with cross-section;  Middle: the five tori after perturbation (the purple and 
blue tubes replace the tori) with cross-section; Bottom Left: stripping away the outer torus shows the tube-
like objects; Bottom Right: full view of the purple tube wound around the red torus.
Fig. 8: Left: the direction of closed curves – solid outer and inner circles are from irrational tori (IT) and the 
dotted circle comes from a rational torus; Right: in between the circles that surround elliptic fixed points, 
other points must exist to balance the direction of movement (of particles) – the points lying at the center of 
the crosses are hyperbolic fixed points.
Fig. 9: This is the interaction of stable and unstable curves.
Fig.10: These are the possible scenarios for integrable Hamiltonian systems – curves with arrows pointing 
towards H are stable, those pointing out are unstable; Left: heteroclinic orbit (or heteroclinic connection); 
Middle: homoclinic orbit (or homoclinic connection); Right: the curves lead off to infinity.
Fig. 11: the crosses denote hyperbolic points whereas the groups of small concentric circles are each 
centered on an elliptic point (it is customary to describe each small circle group as an ‘island’).  This 
illustration shows the self-similarity of the perturbed system: zooming into an island shows that it is made up 
of regular curves, islands (appearing in a neighbourhood of elliptic points) and intermingled with chaos 
(originating from around the hyperbolic points) but on a smaller scale.  The zooming in can be repeated for 
the islands on this smaller scale too.  In principle, this zooming into islands can be done on all scales.
Fig. 12: Poincaré sections of particle transport; each color represents a different trajectory.  Left: Stokes 
flow in  a  cavity  –  no perturbation  present  and  seven particle  paths  shown.   Right:  The addition  of  a 
perturbation by wall motion creates islands in a sea of chaos; eight more particle paths have been added to 
the original seven for further detail.  Similar figures can be seen in Laine-Pearson & Hydon (15).
FOOTNOTES
1. Re = UL/ν, where U and L are (respectively) a characteristic velocity and length scale for the 
flow and ν is the kinematic viscosity of the alveolar gas. Typically, Re < 1 in alveoli; 
consequently, the convective inertia of the gas produces only a small perturbation to Stokes 
(zero Re) flow.
2. It does not matter that the recirculating trajectories are not quite circles, nor that inspiration and 
expiration are not necessarily of the same duration. What is important is that the closed 
trajectories exist and that breathing is (roughly) periodic in time.  
3. A rational number is a number that can be expressed as a fraction p/q where p and q are 
integers and q is positive. An irrational number is a number that cannot be expressed as a 
fraction p/q for any integer p, q. Irrational numbers have decimal expansions that neither 
terminate nor become periodic.
4. These persistent tori are guaranteed by KAM (Kolmogorov-Arnol’d-Moser) Theory (16, 23) and its 
extensions, as long as the perturbation is sufficiently small; typically, for alveolar systems, the 
perturbation is small enough (10, 15).
5. For a strict definition of this type of stability, see page 101 of Ottino (20).
6. These points, and the elliptic points, are guaranteed by the Poincaré-Birkhoff Fixed-Point Theorem (16, 
23).
7. This is called a ‘heteroclinic orbit’ or ‘heteroclinic connection’; see Fig. 10.
8. Another possibility would be that the S and U from the same point connects back to itself (it creates a 
loop).  This is called a ‘homoclinic orbit’ or ‘homoclinic connection’.  However, again, this is a rather 
special case, and only occurs in integrable systems, thus should be disregarded.  The third possibility 
could be that the S and U do not connect to anything – they extend to infinity. This last possibility also 
has to be disregarded for periodic systems such as ours.  See Fig. 10 for illustrations.
9. Loosely speaking, the term ‘integrable’ implies that a Hamiltonian system is solvable in principle; 
however, it does not guarantee that the calculations will be manageable! Classical integrable systems 
exhibit regular motion, whereas nonintegrable systems have chaotic motion.  Therefore integrability is 
an intrinsic property and not just a matter of whether a system can be explicitly integrated in exact form.
10. See page 140 of Ottino (20) for more details.  Our explanation is simplified for clarity; a more complete 
analysis of transport mechanisms involving lobes can be found in Horner et al. (12) and Wiggins (32)
11. It is called a ‘Smale horseshoe’.
12. This is due to KAM Theory (16, 23).
13. This is due to the Poincaré-Birkhoff Fixed-Point Theorem (23).
14. This is typically described as ‘Hamiltonian chaos’.
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Fig. 12: Poincaré sections of particle transport; each color represents a different trajectory.  Left: 
Stokes flow in a cavity – no perturbation present and seven particle paths shown.  Right: The addition 
of a perturbation by wall motion creates islands in a sea of chaos; eight more particle paths have been 
added to the original seven for further detail.  Similar figures can be seen in Laine-Pearson & Hydon 
(15).
